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Vision - Spiritual vision 
 
 

While listening to worship music and worshiping this morning I went into a vision, in 
this vision God explained to me the concept of spiritual vision.  
 

First I saw a vision about Christianity only. Some people were standing around bright 
big brilliant diamonds in groups, different diamonds on different places with groups 
around it (different revelations from and of God that people are taking in) some 

standing far away at other diamonds would glance over at farther diamonds and see 
parts of it, (this is when we look at revelation someone else got from and of God and 
interpret it out of ourselves, this gives us only a very small part of the picture the 

people around the revelation see).  
 
In some areas there were walls in front of the diamonds,  people were staring at the 

diamonds but only seeing the wall, they knew there was a diamond there but looked 
into the wall the whole time (this is the spiritual blindness people experience because of 
strongholds in the country, city, area they live, people see very little of the revelation 

from and of God). 
 

Some people had small "walls" on their heads in front of their eyes (spiritual blindness 
because of personal wrong ideas, sin, un-forgiveness, bitterness etc) others had turned 
their heads away and had thorns in their eyes (spiritual blindness caused specifically by 

offence at people and churches and God, people know the truth but the hurt of the 
offence makes them turn away from God and His love and revelations falling into a 
form of "religion" that is self effort and not love based.) 

 
Then the vision extended to false religions, I saw black diamonds in places, big black 
diamond's with people around it, (the world system is upside down from the Kingdom 

of God, the world says black diamonds are more "valuable" than normal diamonds just 
as false religions and "self religion" says that their ideas are more valuable than 
Christianity but its black, no light, no revelation, no life, no sparkle, just death 

appearing to be life.)  The people around it looked at the Christians and snickered, 
thinking them stupid at looking at the "less valuable" normal diamonds, while the 
Christians knew what they were looking at is the real thing and the black diamond's the 

fake.  
 
As I saw all this and took all of this in I thought about people I see every day, realising 

some of them have thorns in their eyes, some walls in front of their faces, some walls 
in front of their body's and some are staring at black diamonds, this gives me even 
more compassion in praying for people now as I realise more how easy it is to miss the 

mark if you're not focuses on and surrendered to God...  
 
Love in Christ 
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